Jet Noise Reports: July-August 2020
San Juan County and Other Impacted Areas
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are being made from
residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise
Reporting Website. This report provides data broken out by reports
generated inside San Juan County and outside.
Sample of the comments submitted by residents of our region regarding Jet noise:
➢ It’s been a brutal week with flights, as usual, directly over our home. We wear noise canceling headphones but it’s still
very loud inside our home. Phone calls are impossible as is visiting when the planes are directly overhead.
➢ S Lopez, 25 Aug 2020, Tue: 12:17pm Overflight - exceptionally loud 92.7 decibels in the house. Growler pilots know how
to fly quietly - Why don't they do this when they are over our homes???
➢ Horrendous metallic roaring, searing tearing sounds 65-80 dB inside with each pass. Lasts few minutes each time, sound
dying off in time for the next Warplane. Pure abuse of civilians. Wrong day to get off work early and head to Anacortes➢ please stop the noise. We can't enjoy dinner. We can't go outside. We can't open the doors and windows on a warm
summer day. My head is pounding from the noise and stress. Coupeville.
➢ It's 20:30, I can't sleep, I can't read, I can't have conversation, I can't go for a walk, can't watch TV, can’t make my children
feel any less scared about it, because of the jet noise.
➢ Twelve + hours of Growler noise on 8/31/20; started 9 am and went past 10 pm, touch and go noise cleared the beaches
of Port Townsend and sent everyone inside. ALL DAY LONG and ALL EVENING. No touchdowns on the schedule. Horrible
noise pollution.

More comments begin on page 9. They tell the human story. Please read them.
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INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Noise by Time of Day
Reports by Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data
reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Jet Noise Reports
2015 - 2019 and the First 8 Months of 2020
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Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In the Fall, 2019,
access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that the number of noise reports is
increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all reports in the database since 2015.
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Jet Noise Reports
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Outside San Juan County
Reports of Jet Noise by Type of Noise
July-August, 2020
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Outside San Juan County
Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
July and August, 2020
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For example,
submissions that report
noise 11:00 am through
11:59am are clustered in
the 11 o'clock hour.
Sometimes reports do
not include a specific
time. For those, related
data may indicate Day
or Evening noise
disturbance, or N/A.
Note that there are
hours of varying noise
incidents. The Navy
persists in using “annual
noise averaging,”
significantly
underestimating of the
impact of jet noise.
There is no "average"
level of noise felt by
residents. The noise is
variable and
unpredictable.
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Outside San Juan County
Jet Noise by Day of the Week
July and August, 2020
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Another example: As
described in the previous
chart, the Navy persists
is using “annual noise
averaging” to justify its
statements of low
impact. As you can see
in this chart, there is no
“average noise” felt by
residents. The noise is
variable and each day is
unpredictable.
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This picture of the Aircraft Noise Reporting Map includes the larger region. People outside of San Juan County began having access
to the aircraft noise reporting website in Fall 2019.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the reproduction of the multi-colored dots, which signify noise reports, minimizes the
apparent number of reports since the dots overlay other dots. This map represents reports since August, 2019, over 5720 reports.
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Comments Submitted with July and August 2020 Reports
NOTES:
Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB.
Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted.

1:20pm, July 1, 2020. Constant roaring and rumbling of jet noise from
NASWI today.
10:41am, July 1. SCREAMING and ROARING Growler jet overhead. I was
outside. DEAFENING. ABUSIVE.. South Lopez.
11:05am, July 1. South Lopez. Noisy jet. Very loud.
11:10am 7/1. Roaring jet noise, South Lopez.

12:59pm, July 1. I am REALLY AGGRAVATED. That jet noise from Whidbey
is invading everything. The air is filled with jet noise from Whidbey. What
are they doing, revving up all their jets? Mud Bay Lopez.
"112.5 decibels
2:44pm, July 1. Growler LOW over Mud Bay, Below the clouds. First the
SCREAM of its approach and then the roar of its flyover .....and the
following roar as it turns to Whidbey. TOO LOUD.
3:58pm, July 1. TWO GROWLERS over Mud bay. Shrieking and roaring.
Flying low below the clouds. Now we get the ROAR as they veer away.
What business do they have flying over Mud Bay toward the northeast?
Harassment.
4:05pm. July 1. AGAIN! TWO GROWLERS FLYING LOW OVER MUD BAY.
EAR SPLITTING.. SCREAMING AND ROARING. TV drowned out, can't think,
can't hear each other. This is abuse.

Several growlers well over 100 decibels this morning. Damaging to
hearing!!!! Stress level very high.

5:12pm. July 1. ANOTHER Growler jet flying over Mud Bay. LOW LOUD.
Screaming and Roaring. Blots out every other sound. Flying northerly.
Today must be Navy Torture Day.

12:40pm 6/1. Working outside. Jet noise in the air is incredibly loud and
persistent. Continuous roaring and rumbling. South end of Lopez.

5:48pm. Growler low over Mud Bay. Shrieking and screaming and roaring.
DEAFENING. Still roaring. Heading North, northeast.

12:50pm. July 1. I have to complain about the loud jet roaring from
Whidbey. It is echoing around the sky, like rolling thunder. A steady, deep
roar. South Lopez.

5:51pm. July 1. Welcome to the landing strip for the Navy growlers: Mud
Bay. All afternoon jets are screaming over us. This one came a few minutes
from south to north, right after another. Screaming, and now the deep
roaring as it veers away.

12:56pm, July 1. Not only do we have constant jet rumbling, but right now
we have an incredibly loud jet over us. Lopez, south end.

6pm, July 1. More roaring jet noise. getting tired of reporting it, but need
to make sure we are tracking the level of abuse by the Navy.
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7:35pm. July 1. LOUD LOUD LOUD Roaring Jet over our home. Mud Bay.

low flying growler, very loud

Another disturbance from the military jet.

Off and on over flights throughout the day. 3 aircraft at one time. It's like
they are at war with the citizens they supposedly (not) serve. I/we have
come to hate our navy. The pandemic, Climate Change and the Navy - the
trifecta of misery.

Another night of constant low flying jets screaming overhead. F*** em.
Geez!!! Low LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD disrupting my podcast! Here it
comes again!!!!!!! So ANNOYING all day Growlers today‼️
Get your GOD DAMN JETS OUT OF OUR SKIES!!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE
PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES PRACTICE!! WE ARE NOT PART OF YOUR
BASE!!! GET THOSE F***ING JETS OUT OF OUR AIRSPACE!!!
"Horrendous metallic roaring, searing tearing sounds 65-80 dB inside with
each pass. Lasts few minutes each time, sound dying off in time for the
next Warplane. Pure abuse of civilians. Wrong day to get off work early
and head to AnacortesI think they are growlers. They have been flying all afternoon. The last one
caused my windows to shake and I have to put earplugs in.
I was on a national zoom call webinar when the Growler screeched so loud
overhead that inside my own home I could not near the webinar. While
outside walking earlier through Lopez Village, the Growler screeched
overhead so loud I had to hold my ears.

Single fly over that was extremely loud and disruptive with cloud cover to
reflect noise down.
STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!! WE ARE NOT AT WAR WITH YOU!!
WE DO NOT DESERVE TO HAVE OUR PEACE DESTROYED BY YOUR DAMN
GROWLERS!!! LEAVE US ALONE!!
The LOUDEST LOWEST JET JUST WENT OVER!!!
Two growlers back to back. Right over the heart of Lopez. Apparently they
can fly whenever and wherever. So in war time they talk about owning the
skies, but I thought we were civilians, not some enemy to be harrassed
Two low flying Growlers
Way too loud for my dogs
At Lopez School, 9:50am, July 2. Roaring of jet noise.

It’s been quiet for awhile. Today it started again. One jet flew low right over
our house. Bummer. We had enjoyed the quiet.

Lopez School, around 11am. July 2. Two Growlers roaring overhead. Seem
to be heading north.

Jet in skies immediately over Shaw. Insane noise.

Lopez School, July 2, 11:33am. Two growlers overhead. Screaming and
roaring.

July 1 4:56pm. ANOTHER loud jet overhead. South Lopez. It has been a
very loud and noisy jet day.
Literally getting fly overs every 2-4 minutes. I could sit at my computer and
make 15-30 reports for 2-3 hours but who the F*** wants to do that. TLDR
F*** the noise. F*** the navy. F*** the jets.

Lopez School. Around 11:15am. July 2. Growler overhead. More roaring.
Cannot hear each other.
Lopez School. 10:10am, July 2. Loud jet noise.
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Lopez School. July 2. Around 11:20am. More very loud jet noise. Why are
they flying over the middle of Lopez?

8:45am, July 7. I was in a totally enclosed room around 8:45am yet heard
and felt a VERY NOISEY JET overhead. Loud and long roaring. Long roaring.

Low flying growler aircraft with wheels down

After hearing farther off echos of F-18s pounding Coupeville for hours
during the day from work in Oak Harbor, now almost 9:30 pm and it’s
roaring in the distance heard from Anacortes. Awful, harmful noise
pollution.

Second day in a row of VERY LOW LOUD GROWLERS overhead all day long!
Woodmen Hall, Senior Center, July 2, 2:37pm. Extremely loud growler jet
overhead. Maybe two because the noise is excruciating. Lots of jet noise
over the middle of Lopez today.
3 growler formation direct flyover

Came home late night to find jets flying. Can't go to sleep with them above
the house so read a book until 12:30-ish when they stopped. This is not
right.

Three growlers traveling roughly sw to ne. Flying low and loud.

Direct flyover prolonged

Three Jets! A beautiful evening totally disrupted. Absolutely no reason to fly
over Davis bay. Sunday the day of rest. Training, hardly. Just flexing their
muscles. 5 minutes.

Jets flying our pattern. No outside work possible. I closed all the windows.
Still too loud in house. Wife is trying to have a conference call. She has to
stop every minute or two to let the jet pass. So much for working at home.

1:05pm. July 7. 4 maybe 5 Growlers over Lopez. Flying in formation and as
they veered around I could not tell if it was four or five. LOUD LOUD. Flying
from NW to SE, which means they were over mid-Lopez. Why do they have
to do this? Showing off?

Mackaye Harbor, Lopez, 7/8/2020, 11:41am: Crushingly loud overflight.
91.8 decibels on cell phone. Hurt our ears. Growlers DO NOT BELONG
AROUND PEOPLE - especially in areas set aside for quiet. Shame on Larsen
and Murray.

10:13am, July 7. VERY LOUD Deep rumbling and roaring jet over South
Lopez.

Nearly midnight, loud and painful noise. Can’t sleep. Even my deaf son
can’t sleep due to vibration. Very unhealthy. Inconsiderate. Military
supposed to protect not hurt the citizens.

10:20am. July 7. ANOTHER LOUD ROARING JET over South Lopez. Sky is
echoing with loud roaring.

Ongoing for several minutes.

10:27am, July 7. ANOTHER LOUD JET over South Lopez. ROARING ROARING.

Painfully loud, ears ringing.

Too low, too often too loud, too late...."

S Lopez, 7/7/2020, 8:45am: Giant ROAR - ovrflight

5 Growlers flying together under 1000 ft over my hours

This causes profound disrepute on the part of not only the inhabitants of
the locality, but the citizen in general. We convoke on the Navy to resume
its true and honorable role!!! Fly elsewhere, please. Ken
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Woke me from a dead sleep flying low over Coupeville.

Give it a rest already

Your gross insensitivity to the needs of this community, for a stress-free
quiet pastoral setting without jet exhaust pollution is recreant to standards
of human compassion & caring for the wellbeing of others. STOP FLYING
HERE!

Horrible ongoing roaring. HORRIBLE NOISE, deeply disturbing and
unsettling. Earlier, jets overhead, extremely loud. HORRIBLE NOISE.

Consecutive nights. Nonstop loudness all evening long. Can't get to sleep.
Have to start working early tomorrow. Give us a break.
1:00pm. July 8. Outside. Jet(s) roaring around. Always the sound of war in
the skies. A steady roaring and rumbling.
10:46am July 8. Very loud jet roaring over us, Mud Bay, Lopez. Long roar,
and now it is roaring more. So loud I could hear it over the TV.
10:51am. July 8. THREE SCREAMING GROWLERS FLYING LOW OVER MUD
BAY, FLYING NE. DEAFENING. Now ROARING. What is the purpose of
laying all that noise on us? This is abuse.
8:50pm. July 8. I was outside but could not stand the jet noise in the skies
anymore. The air rumbled and roared....a constant thundering roar. Had to
come inside, close doors and windows. It is too much.
9:48PM. July 8. The jet roaring in the skies continues Does the Navy
recognize that folks want to sleep? South Lopez.
All day. Rumble Rumble Rumble. Hush houses are such an easy solution
Been on-going most of the day, enough already.
Flying low, right over our house on Mud Bay
Flying very low from south over Barlow Bay/Aleck Bay area.
F*** the jets

Jet noise here is most suggestive of a demented sadomasochistic enmeshed
system of thinking embraced by the Navy jet grower system and its
commander. Get clear about it, STOP FLYING HERE!!
Later and later. Louder and louder. This is ridiculous. Take it out to the
desert.
Low level growler aircraft with gear down
noise all day. from flyovers to run ups Its now almost midnight.
Not supposed to be using Lopez as a war zone?
Ongoing for hours. Too loud to sleep.
"please stop the noise. We can't enjoy dinner. We can't go outside. We can't
open the doors and windows on a warm summer day. My head is pounding
from the noise and stress.
KK Coupeville, Washington
Really, it's after 9PM. Kids can't sleep.
S Lopez, 7/8/2020, Wed, 11:43am: Heavy vibration - 70 decibels on the C
scale - house shaking, Body shaking.
S Lopez, 7/8/2020, Wed. 11:50am - 12:30pm: Continuous giant roars from
Ault field.
Talking now on the phone to a friend about gardening. Your jet's incessant
long-lasting cycles of noise is prohibiting normal conversation, which is
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disruptive and damaging. When are you going to get it? STOP FLYING
HERE!! Ken
"These planes were flying past 12 midnight on 7/7/20----is that really
necessary?
We could not get to sleep while they were flying and we were so
aggravated, irritated, and disturbed by their incessant, unrelenting earshattering, deafening noise that"
Trying to talk to a friend on the telephone now and I cannot hear him
because of the jet noise. Ken
TV volume has to be way too loud just to hear it over the noise.
Until 11PM last night and all afternoon. Give it a rest please.
You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities! STOP
destroying the quality of life here. Get a moral compass stop using us as the
enemy to be destroyed.
1:02pm. S. Lopez. July 9. ROARING Jets in the skies. The noise is egregious.
the GROWLERS ARE WRONG for this region. Legislators: YOU are wrong for
supporting this.
11:44am, July 9. Ear splitting Growler jets roaring overhead. Mud Bay. I am
wearing noise cancelling headphones, yet the jet noise over-rode the
webinar I was listening to.
11:45am, July 9. Immediately on the heels of growler roaring over us, here
is ANOTHER. Shrieking and screaming jet noise, right through my
headphones. Totally missed some of the webinar points.

12:28pm. July 9. Rumbling, rumbling, rumbling, rumbling. Noisy jet activity
at Whidbey. Persistent jet thunder, when there is no thunder. South End
Lopez.
12:32pm. South Lopez. More rumbling roaring from NASWI. Legislators who
ignore this are really saying to us "Degradation of your living environment
does not matter. War is more important. The military can do whatever they
want." This noise is WRONG.
12:36pm. July 9. The roaring and rumbling from NASWI is now continuous.
What are they doing, launching every jet they have? This is annoying and
distracting. The noise comes right into my home. South Lopez.
12:43pm, July 9. Just got another BIG BLAST of jet roar and rumble, almost
sounds like the jet is coming our way. South end, Lopez.
12:44pm, July 9, S. Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling vibrating percussive roar
from Whidbey.
12:47pm. July 9. S. Lopez. The sky thunder from jet activity is just driving
me crazy. Sounds like a war outside. Now ANOTHER burst of booming and
roaring. And it is continuing: 12:48pm, 12:49pm, 12:52pm a HUGE BURST,
12:53pm. You get the picture.
12:55pm. Big roar in the skies. VIBRATING throughout my home. Noise
from Whidbey continues. I am heading north. This noise is too aggravating.
Why would ANYONE want to live in this region. It is a WARZONE.
12:59pm. July 9. Jet noise all over the place. South end of Lopez.
3:10pm. July 9. here we go. All the jets launched earlier today from NASWI,
with tremendous roaring, are now roaring right over us. What, coming
home after circling around? Waste of our taxes, flying this fuel-guzzlers.
3:47pm. July 9. Loud growler over Mud Bay on Lopez. First a shrieking roar,
and then the long tailing roar.
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5:10pm, July 9. Loud jet over South Lopez.
9:11am, July 9. Rumbling Vibration from Whidbey jet activity. Here's an
analogy. It is like having the garage door rumbling open in your room.
9:33am, July 9. ANOTHER rumbling, vibrating roar from Whidbey. South
Lopez.
9:36am, July 9. ROARING skies. Almost sounds like 10 jets taking off at
once. South Lopez.

For whatever reason, the Growlers seem to be exceptionally loud and
perceivably low today as they practice. They also seem to be flying more
directly over Anacortes rather than a wider circle out over the water where
there is less population.
Fourth jet today. Very disturbing.
F*** the jets
F*** the jets

All morning using Lopez Island as target practice. These plans are designed
to use noise as an intimidation factor, so why are we being used. This is
BAD.

F*** the jets

"Already getting terribly loud- hurting the ears and vibrating the floor and
windows in our medical clinic in Oak Harbor. Horrendous noise pollution.

F***ing christ. 40 different separate fly overs in 1 hour 20 minutes. 40.
F***ing bull shit. F*** the jets.

Hard to concentrate/work in this poor quality envirtonment. "

GET YOUR SCREAMING GROWLERS OUT OF THE SKIES OVER LOPEZ!! WE
ARE NOT YOUR BASE!! WE NEVER SIGNED OVER OUR HEALTH TO YOUR
DAMN WAR GAMES!! YOU LEAVE ME WITH RINGING EARS AND HEADACHES
WHEN YOU VIOLATE OUR PEACE!! STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ ISLAND!!

Another "day at the Preserve" Destroyed. It used to be we could get away
from the noise, but the Navy is seems to be on a search and destroy every
place of soliture!
Call made to Navy complaint line- plane noise was so bad, it may have made
my message impossible to hear!
Cannot carry on a telephone conversation due to jet noise. You again are
intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto this community
which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. STOP FLYING HERE! Ken
Can't hear the TV and it's terrifying the dog.
Disrupting web meeting within home
Due to the jet noise we were unable to stay outside and finish the yard
work.

F*** the jets

Growlers starting up nighttime flights again -- loud rumbling until 11:30 p.m.
for second night, as with previous weeks. Followed this morning by early
flights. No rest....
I was outside gardening. Can an aircraft get any louder—it is terrifying!
Inside my home, and can't believe a second day in a row, there is this
horrendous sound of the Growler. Today two came, one right behind the
other. In God's name, why is this happening over our homes. We're all
inside working!
It is 3:21pm. Since 12:12 pm today we have experienced non-stop flights
over Anacortes, some louder than others, necessitating window closure.
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Even then we could not speak on the phone. We feel assaulted by the noise,
and I don't think it is over yet

Numerous GROWLERS overhead frightening birds out if trees and disrupting
my grandsons play!

Jesus F***ing christ. Flying over house all morning. F*** the jets

Planes flying a loop around Fisherman Bay for 10 minutes.....very loud and
disruptive if you are outside.

Jet fly overs every minute? F***ing really? I F***ing timed it and it was 1
min 9 seconds between fly overs. F*** the jets!
JETS IMMEDIATELY OVERHEAD, ROARING ROARING ROARING. NOISE TEARS
THE AIR APART. THIS IS HIDEOUS NOISE, COMPLETELY INVASIVE,
DEVASTATINGLY NOISY. JETS CIRCLING AROUND ROARING, AGAIN AND
AGAIN, IMMEDIATELY OVERHEAD.
Lopez Village, 2:15pm, July 9. Distressed by the loud aircraft over the
Village today. That's the sound of Growlers.

Roaring jets overhead. HORRIBLE NOISE. HORRIBLE VIBRATIONS. HORRIBLE
DISRUPTION. HORRIBLE SENSE OF UNEASE AND DREAD. Allowing this
dreadful noise is unconscionable. Whoever sanctions this should be made to
experience it to see how they react.
S Lopez, 9 July 2020, Thur. 9:30am - 10:45am: Huge house rattling roars. No
FCLP's scheduled for Ault field - but here they are . . . on and on and on.
Cont. on - 11:30am - 3:45pm. 7 hours of noise. 1,300+ gal of fuel/hour for
each plane.

Loud and late at night. Can't sleep or watch tv or listen to music or read in
peace. Too many hours and days of jet noise due to the Coupeville touch
and go site.

Several blasts, rattling windows in house.

Low flying growler aircraft likely with gear down

South Lopez. 1:34pm. 7/9/2020. Roaring, rumbling, vibrating NOISE from
NASWI continuously and right now. If they have jets that make so much
noise that it carries over 14 miles and vibrates through my home, something
is WRONG. Growlers are WRONG.

Low rumble
Low rumble
Military scum tortured me for several hours today. You make life
unbearable and terrifying every day. F*** you, navy scum. I deserve to be
treated like a human being.
Multiple low flying growler aircraft
My brother visited today - haven't seen him in 3 months. Jets flying forced
us to have short visit. He was amazed at the rumble. I shared what it was
like when they are right overhead. The Navy is abusing the citizens.

Several jets flying in sequence, one extremely deafeningly loud

Third time this morning that jet are flying over.
UNBELEIVABLE - THIS IS AN AFFRONT.
Waiting in line for ferry. Loud aircraft overhead. While sailing, several
aircraft rumbling noisily over the water from Friday Harbor to Anacortes
Why so loud and low?! We can't go outside, we can't talk or hear anything
inside. Our teeth are gritting. Our nerves are shattering, our ears are
hurting. Along with our pets and young children we are scared and upset
with these sudden outbursts.
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Woke my son up from a nap!
"You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. ACT
RESPONSIBLY WITH COMPASSION, PROTECT US AND STOP FLYING HERE!!!!!
KS

Fills the air in echoing, roaring bursts. Very annoying. Unpleasant to have
the doors and windows open. Noisy jets belong elsewhere, not where
people live."
4:19pm, July 10. Big jet roar. South end of Lopez.. Deep and roaring and
percussive, as if jet just took off and was accelerating fast and high.

You impose an absurd and perverse situation on us, incompatible with the
basic conditions of human existence. This is absolutely unacceptable!! Geat
a moral compass and stop the destruction! Ken

Came home to jets flying so close together I couldn't even get from my car
to the house without being hit. They pass over the house one after another,
right above the trees. This is not right.

1:20pm. July 10. South Lopez. Clearly, WAR has been declared. The skies
are FILLED WITH JET ROARING. Wonder how many people are dead as the
result of what sounds like jet bombing. Tourists: Come to Lopez and enjoy
the WAR ZONE.

Disrupting mandatory work from home

10:19am, July 10. Cloudy skies, but there is some loud jet flying going on
over South Lopez. The typical deep pounding roar of Navy jets, not a
commercial jet.
10:28am, 7/10. Continuous jet rumbling, as if jets are just rolling around
which I imagine they aren't, but the noise is distracting. I'm continually
glancing up to see if there is a truck in the driveway or some reason for the
noise. Now a BIG ROAR.
11:07am, July 10. Loud roaring jet over South Lopez....again.
12:04pm. July 10. Constant jet roaring and rumbling in the sky, as if there is
constant thunder-rolls. Very discouraging. Was hoping to walk today, but
WHY? To listen to jet noise? Shut in my house. Nowhere to retreat to.
2:37pm, Friday, July 10. The WAR continues. Another booming jet roar.
South Lopez.
"2:42pm. July 10. Roaring jet noise. S Lopez. The roaring is echoing off the
water, I think/

Disrupting web meeting & phone call
Flying very low at high speeds and banking above the Town of Coupeville
seems dangerous and excessive. It is impossible to think and enjoy being
outside at these levels.
F*** em
F***ing bullshit
more military fly overs. F*** the jets
Painful, punishing noise from practice planes. Impossible to do anything
inside or outside. Flying right over house. My deaf son with cochlear
implants is also uncomfortable.
"the noise is unbearable!
K K Coupeville
You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. The Navy
shows no responsibility and commitment to the local community.
Transcend your destruction.
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11:52am. Saturday, 7/11. HUGE 4-engine jet flying VERY low and slowly
over Mud Bay. I have no idea what kind of aircraft it was since I only got
outside to see as it passed away to the north. The noise was both shrieky
and roaring. Deafening. P-3?

S Lopez, 15 July 2020, Wed, 10am: Overflight - everything rattling

Low rumble

3:40pm, July 16. Excessive roaring in the skies. It just keeps going on and
on and on and on. Like a coal train going by and never ending. LOUD LOUD
LOUD. S. Lopez.

why these are still flying, let alone in the middle of the night, is beyond me,
given the economy and situation now due to the pandemic.
woke me up for the second time. why these are still flying, let alone in the
middle of the night, is beyond me, given the economy and situation now
due to the pandemic.
12:01pm. July 13. VERY LOUD DEEP jet roaring, South Lopez. Annoying.
Why be outside when it sounds like a coal train is roaring down the road?
The source of this EA-18G noise pollution is Oak Harbor. Low-frequency
noise (LFN) carries great distances over the water.
Flyover!!!
Roar and loud rumble from the direction of Oak Harbor.
10:01am, July 15. S. Lopez. LOUD jet noise, The noise rolls around, echoing.
4:19pm July 15. Prolonged scream and roar. Can not see due to trees, might
have been more than one Growler, but the noise is DEAFENING. Still
roaring. South Lopez. 4:21: Still roaring.
7:55pm. July 16. Loud rumbling in the skies from Whidbey. South Lopez.
Annoying. Worked hard today. I need a quiet night.
Excruciatingly loud. Afterburners on high. Terrified a visitor.

Single jet, heading East, rather high but so loud we had to suspend a phone
call until it left the area.

3:55pm. July 16. Another BIG ROAR from Whidbey. S. Lopez
6:53pm. July 16. Hellish roar in the air from Jets. Sounds like they are just
rolling around. Very very loud and penetrating.
9:36pm, July 16. I don't know what the aircraft is, but it is deep, loud and
roaring, like a Growler. A threatening noise. I was startled by the noise. It
came on slowly and lasted a long time. Not a commercial plane. South
Lopez.
Crashing of Storm Waves "Drowned out" by Growlers. You can't hear the
commercial jets from the same distance. This is an affront!
Disturbing to hear these very loud noises...at least two other time today
around 9:30 and 10:45 also
Loud disturbing sound heard from inside the house....
10:05am. July 17. S Lopez. Very loud jet roaring just to the south of us. It
may as well be on top of us. Deafening.
10:14am, July 17. Trying to talk to a contractor about our drains and the jet
noise is too loud.
10:29am, 7/17/. S Lopez. Too much jet noise in the air. Seems like it is
everywhere.

Noise pollution from the direction of Oak Garbor.
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10:40am on July 17. South end of Lopez. BIG ROAR from jets. It has been
almost continuous this morning.

20 plus jets all day long, Its like we don't exist. And I still don't see any
improvement in Americas prestige. No wars, just war machines.

10:45am, July 17, 2020. South Lopez. The jet roaring in the skies is so
annoying. Like constant thunder.

8:55am, July 20. Rumbling jet noise. It can only be Growlers. It is so
loud,and deeply rumbling. S. Lopez.

10:59am. July 17. Almost continuous roaring of jets in the sky. What are
they doing? Launching then rolling around in the skies? VERY NOISY.

About 7:05pm, July 20. Out walking and my ears were blown apart with
shrieking and roaring jet overhead. South Lopez.

12:20pm 7/17 When commercial planes or private planes fly overhead, we
hear them and see them, and then they are gone. With the Navy jets they
can be 15 miles away, unseen, yet their noise bombards us. That's WRONG.
Get rid of the Growlers. S. Lopez

Rumble from Ault and flying overhead

9:45am. South Lopez, July 17. Very loud jet roaring in the skies.

1:34pm. Only a Growler (or more than one) can make this type of roaring
rumble. Very loud roaring from Whidbey. Noise of jets flying around. S
Lopez.

July 17 10:30am. HUGE Roaring jet noise. South Lopez
Such a disturbing noise to listen to in the peaceful setting of nature
why?
woken up 4x this week at the same time from the growlers.
12:19pm, July 20. Incessant jet noise rumbling in the skies. South Lopez. A
hreatening constant thunder.

There are no hiding places from these metal monsters.
why are these even happening at all let alone at 4 in the morning!

1:50pm. There is almost constant, low, threatening, rumble in the skies. If I
am hearing it at this noise level up here, I cannot imagine what it is like for
those under it. Lopez.
10:23am. A rumbling roar a few minutes ago, and now a roaring screaming
jet overhead. I am inside so I cannot see it, but I can certainly hear it. South
Lopez.

2:16pm. Huge WAVES of roaring jet noise from Whidbey. It penetrates
every bit of air with the noise. It is annoying, distracting and uncomfortable.
The noise rolls on the air, like some rollercoaster. Growlers are TOO LOUD.
Get them out of here!

11 at night and jets shattering night quiet directly overhead our homes

2:29pm. July 20. I would like to walk outside, go to Iceberg or Watmough
because it is such a lovely day, but I am discouraged about that because I
just stepped outside after a day of work and the skies are filled with jet
noise. ROARING.

How is this affecting the climate change with so many flights taking place
...expending 1100 gallons of petroleum for each hour in the air? "

"3 other seperate times earlier in the day as well at least...the noise is very
unpleasant...

5:32pm. TOO MUCH NOISE IN THE SKIES!!!! Jet rumbling loud and deep.
South Lopez.
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5:45pm. July 21. VERY DEEP LOUD ROARING of jet activity. South Lopez. It
is throbbing, persistent penetrating rumbling and roaring. It is disturbing
and intrusive. Growlers have NO BUSINESS being located in this region.
8:04pm. July 21. Another huge rumbling roar of jet activity. South Lopez. It
is continuing as I am typing this. Continuing....... Still rumbling and
roaring......
8:31pm, 7/21. When I can hear the roar of jet activity over the noise of the
TV & the dishwasher, & the jet that is generating that activity is not in my
sight, then I know that jet noise is too loud. It is too loud. It is an annoying
ROAR. S. Lopez.
8:54pm. 7.21. KABOOM! It comes suddenly: a huge booming ROAR. In my
poor experience, only Growlers make that deep, threatening roar. I can't
see it. But the noise is LOUD and distinctive.
8pm, July 23, Loud booming roar from the south. Lopez.
Bombing the Olympic National Forest with jet fuel and noise, Jets celebrate
another day of destruction of the quietest place earth ripping the skies in
the straits apart inundating the neighboring communities with their
deafening engines. All Day!
Direct flyover at this hour? How is this allowed???
F***ing necessary at 11pm? F*** no but the jets are still flying over my
house. F*** em
Jet noise throughout the day today, too many to report individually

The loud sound lasting over 2 minutes and a second one to be heard soon
after at 5:39 PM lasting equally as long...
These night-time flights disrupt sleep!
"Two jets traveling east, flying rather high but so loud that an outside phone
conversation had to be suspended until they left the area.
Not sure why they had to using so much power that the noise was so loud
on the surface."
11:51am. July 22. South Lopez. Roaring jet noise. TOO LOUD.
12:02pm. July 22. Big roar, then soon followed by the jet roar of the jet
flying over South Lopez.
12:26pm. July 22. BIG roaring rumbling of jet noise. Annoying. Destructive
of peace on this island. S. Lopez.
12:32pm. July 22. Roaring jet over South Lopez.
12:40pm. July 22. Roaring jet over South End, Lopez.
2:42pm. Big jet roar fills the skies. So disgusted with the Navy. Growler jets
destroy this region. Destroys it. Legislators turn their eye & ears from it.
One day they will be visited by the way they have let this region be
destroyed as a war zone.
4:19pm, July 22. Deep deep pulsating roaring of jet activity from Whidbey.
Lopez, south end.

Loud, rumbling jets, with vibrations before and after passing over.

5:58pm, July 22. South Lopez. This day has been an abomination of jet
noise pervading the air, pervading the skies. No peace today. Throbbing jet
noise.

More flyovers - it is very late at night

7:33pm. July 22. Roaring, throbbing jet roaring over South Lopez.

Loud enough to waken us at 1:55am
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"An important thing to keep in mind is that any noise report can’t indicate
the duration of the noise

"5:30pm. South Lopez. Another jet boom in the skies. It's not thunder, but
it sounds like it.

Each breach of the peace can extend over a long period of time"

Awful low rumbling, vibrating thunder from the south. Evil sounds- very
disquieting. Navy abuse of the landscape, it’s people and creatures.

Deafening blast from flyover.
I support night time jets doing their job but 2 am is NOT acceptable. This
morning multiple jets flying over Dugualla Bay

Growler noise has been extreme all week and has gone on as late as 2AM at
night causing sleepless nights and much anxiety. This is definitely damaging
to hearing and health.

In peace time. Our military should not need to terrorize the American
population. It’s bedtime and the jets are shaking the house

low flying over the house. absurdly loud. too late in the day. just wrong.

Jets have been flying over the hotel since at least 4:30pm. Every half hour or
so. Loud and annoying. It's almost 9 pm and another one just flew over. I
wouldn't book a room here again. The Navy flight website says that nothing
is planned today.
Long duration of noise
Noisy flyover
So loud I couldn't continue phone conversation.
too loud to do normal activities
woken up again by the militant horrifying vibration
2:08pm, July 23. South Lopez. LOUD ROARING JET NOISE. LOUD and
BOOMING. Distracts me from my work.
3:42pm. Very loud rumbling jet roar just broke into our hearing range, over
and above the noisy weedwhacker. That's LOUD!!!!
4:28pm, July 23. Very loud scream and then LOOOONNNNNGGGG ROAR of
jet over South Lopez. It sounds like the sky is ripping apart.

Shrieking Navy F-18/Growlers en route to somewhere- clearly audible
through the roof of our medical clinic building, louder than the HVAC. So
loud compared to anything else that flies by (that we can't even hear inside)
Mt Vernon
Since the 930 pm flight there have been several others, less noisy but
still...930 pm flight was two very loud jets, so loud that conversation outside
had to completely cease until they were past
11:20am, 7/24 Cloudy, so I cannot see; it sounds like more than one growler
overhead. SCREAMING into our auditory recognition, then thundering over
us, deep deep roaring as it seems to move away, but the roaring continues.
EARSPLITTING. DEAFENING.
12:19pm. Why does Navy place such LOUD and threatening jets over us?
Why must I have my day punctuated by LOUD jets that I know are far away,
but they so clearly invade my space? Answer: legislators don't care about
this region. Right now: LOUD JET.
12:23pm. 7/24. A few minutes ago taunted by LOUD jet noise, probably a
take-off, and now the jet us flying over South Lopez. Shrieking and roaring.
This is ABUSE. The Growlers do not belong here. This is GOVERNMENT
ABUSE.
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12:28pm. July 24. THIS IS "LET'S TERRORIZE LOPEZ DAY". THREATENING,
DEEP, RUMBLING, LOUD, ROARING OF GROWLERS OVER US. Here is one
right now! S. Lopez.

2pm, July 27. TOTALLY ANNOYING to be outside. There is a steady roar in
the air from Whidbey. LOUD, DEEP, STEADY. Accompanied by periodic jet
noise in the skies as jets rove around. The Navy is an Environmental PEST.

At least 3-4 growlers flying low over residences at dugualla bay at 1:39-1:45
in the morning. Can we at least have some consideration from the military
about hours when families sleep?

5:39pm. July 27. Hoping to be outside, but the jet noise, which has been
abusing us all day, is everywhere. Deep roaring.

extremely loud. third day. non-stop today. absurd
July 24. We have been enduring jets roaring this morning. South end,
Lopez. Thunderous roaring.
Low and slow right over south Lopez. How hard is it to avoid flying over
populated areas?
Low rumble disturbed my morning.
Roar and rumble from the direction of Oak Harbor.
Screamingly loud multiple growler flyover

8:10am, July 27. HUGE VIBRATING RUMBLING ROAR from Whidbey.
Prolonged. I feel this right in the floor and into my body. Disgusting Abusive
Navy. Derserving of NO RESPECT, since they have none for us. The beginning
of another day in the War Zone.
8:33am, July 27. ANOTHER rumbling roar from Whidbey. When a jet is
taking off 14 miles from your home and you hear and feel the noise and
vibrating sound waves, SOMETHING IS WRONG. The Growlers are WRONG
for this region.
8:45pm, July 27. Constant THUNDER from Whidbey. Jet noise rolling
around, echoing around the hills and across the water. NOISE NOISE NOISE.

What is there to say

8:49am, July 27. A prolonged, loud rumbling jet roar from Whidbey.
VIBRATING through my home. South Lopez.

1:02pm, July 27. A LOT of jet noise rumbling in the skies. Deep deep
rumbling. It's annoying and distracting. I'm trying to concentrate on my
computer work, but the noise jerks my attention because it could be a
truck, a problem with the dishwasher.

8:52am. July 27. THERE IS THUNDER IN THE AIR. EVERYTHING IS
VIBRATING. GROWLERS TAKING OFF FROM WHIDBEY. SOUNDS LIKE THE
WHOLE FLEET IS TAKING OFF. WISH THEY WOULD TAKE OFF AND LEAVE
HERE FOREVER.

10:11am. July 27. South Lopez. Low, deep, noisy jet rumbling over South
Lopez.

8:58AM, July 27. WE ARE BEING POUNDED BY VIBRATING SOUND WAVES
FROM WHIDBEY AS JETS TAKE OFF. SO LOUD IT DROWNS OUT MUSIC ON
THE RADIO.. DEEP THROBBING ROARING NOISE. SOUTH LOPEZ..

12:41pm, July 27. LOUD jet over South Lopez. Rolling deep roar of the
Growler.
12:52pm. Loud jet roar heard over South Lopez. Echoing, rolling, thundering
noise.

9:01AM. JULY 27. WE CONTINUE TO BE POUNDED BY JET ROARING NOISE.
HERE WE ARE AGAIN, FEELING THE VIBRATING NOISE IN OUR HOME AND
BODIES. THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON FOR AN HOUR. I WILL DOCUMENT EACH
OFFENSIVE THUNDERING ROAR FROM WHIDBEY. GO AWAY GROWLERS.
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9:09pm, July 27. A day of jet noise, Vibrating Thunder. It just HURTS. Right
now, constant noise, deep growling from Whidbey.

Nice quiet morning, except for the loud rumble vibrating my house and
body.

9:18AM. July 27. Here we are again. HUGE RUMBLING VIBRATING ROAR
THAT PENETRATES EVERY INCH OF AIR AND SPACE. This is ABUSE. South
Lopez.

Reporting loud engine blasts Friday m the direction of Oak Harbor.

9:25am. July 27. HEADLINES: NAVY CONTINUES ITS ASSAULT ON ITS
NEIGHBORS. THUNDEROUS JET NOISE POUNDS LOPEZ ISLAND. NAVY LIES
WHEN IT SAYS IT HAS NO IMPACT. LEGISLATORS BELIEVE NAVY LIES AND
SACRIFICE LOCAL RESIDENTS.
9:26AM. JULY 27. DOUBLE THUNDER. ONE ROAR IS IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER. South Lopez is under attack.
9:39am. 7/27. Loud jet roaring over South Lopez.
A beautiful day once again destroyed by the ominous rumble and shake of
the military. Once again, I'm trying to work, and the noise makes it difficult.
Again - like living next to a blast furnace.
Around 4pm. The jet noise is constant. Roaring jets by South Lopez. I cannot
see them, yet their noise is all over. What business does the Navy have to
fly jets so loud that they can be miles away, yet oppressing us with their
noise here?
At least 2 other times before as well today
Bothering dog and humans
Heard the rumble twice this morning- very disturbingKnock it off. It's been all morning. The floor of my house and my windows
are shaking.

Roaring, causes house to vibrate. Dogs frightened. Deeply disturbing,
DREADFUL noise. Definition of dreadful is "causing pain fear or difficulty...
causing or involving great suffering." The noise from the military jets and
growlers is dreadful.
S Lopez, 27 July 2020, Mon: 10:30am - 1:30pm Three hours of intense
Growler noise. No FCLP's scheduled. Is the Navy Lying AGAIN?
S Lopez, 27 July 2020, Monday: 8:10am - 9:26am - One hour 10 minutes constant roaring 75 - 80 decibels
super loud grumble, like the earth is going to explode. This is terrible.
super loud rumble, like the earth is going to explode. This is terrible.
There have been at least 3 occurrences of this fairly loud rumbling. There
an large commercial jets flying in this area. It has to be the Whitby Growlers
or some other military flights.
Two about 2 minutes apart
1:33pm. July 28. LOUD LOUD LOUD JET ROARING. South Lopez.
10:20am, July 28. LOUD LOUD LOUD ROARING JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ.
DEAFENING.
10:45pm, July 28. South Lopez. I am reporting that last night, July 28, at
10:45pm, I was awakened by a low rumbling drumming in the skies. I went
to the window and verified that it was typical jet noise from Whidbey. Navy
not a good neighbor.
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10:55am. Loud jet roaring over South Lopez. This type of roaring sounds
like a huge train is coming down the tracks all around us. Whhhhoooooosh
and Rooooooar.
11:34am, July 28. We are enduring persistent jet rumbling in the skies. Low
deep, throbbing loud, jet rumbling from jet activity in the skies of South
Lopez.Thunder that never seems to end. It's annoying and headache
causing. It's a stressful noise.
12:38pm July 28. We are still enduring persistent rumbling in the skies from
jet activity around South Lopez. Swooping, whooshing, roaring, swirling,
rumbling deep noise. It is not quiet, it is like a constant earworm. Always a
rumble in the sky.
12:43pm July 28. ANOTHER roaring jet over South Lopez. The roaring
sounds as if it is coming right at us to land on our roof. VERY LOUD. And
the roaring goes on and on as I write. GROWLERS ARE WRONG FOR THIS
REGION. GET THEM OUT OF HERE.
4:39pm. July 28. Once again. A rumbling roar from jet activity South Lopez.
When my doors are closed and the TV is on, why am I still hearing Jet
rumbling from where I know is far away? It is because the GROWLER is the
WRONG jet to be here.
9:55am. July 28. Skies are ROARING with jet activity from Whidbey. A deep
and loud rumbling that goes on and on and on.
F*** em
F*** the jets! Post my comments!
It is distant but still an disquieting deep shuddering rumble that is felt as
much as heard. Truly awful sounds. Peace wrecking sounds. Anacortes
near the ferry terminal.

Land the stupid jets already. I'm trying to put my kids to bed. Remember?
You guys aren't the only people here? Remember that?
long pervasive rumble
One minute fly over time. Loud
Roar and rumble from the direction of Oak Harbor. Low-frequency noise
pollution conducts exceedingly well across the waters of the Puget Sound.
Two GROWLERS flying over the North San Juan’s over Orcas, Waldron,
Sucia, Matia and Patos. RIDICULOUS NOISE INTRUSION on a quiet summer
night!
10:55am. July 29. South Lopez. trying to work outside. Loud jet noise from
whatever Whidbey is doing. Yesterday noisy. Today noisy.
12:06pm, July 29. Irritating low rumbling of jet noise from Whidbey.
12:40pm, July 29. Another big Jet Roar from Whidbey. LOUD!
5:32pm. 7/29 Don't know what the heck Navy spends its time doing, but
today, & right now, there is just constant rumbling from jet activity. It's the
sound of Growler jet engines. DEEP Rumbling, Constant thunder. That's the
only way to describe it.
6:20pm. July 29. South Lopez. Out on our patio. But the rumbling was
constant from 5:30 onward. So unpleasant with threatening noise in the
background. Finally came inside where there is a sense of peace if we close
the doors.
9am 77.29. Walking outside, Hit by an explosive roar. Sound of a growler
taking off since it was so loud. The the extended roar of a jet flight. Very
loud and throbbing. Deep deep roaring.
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Lucky enough to have a much needed day off, spectacular PNW summer
weather- but alas it sounds like explosions or earthquakes, maybe
avalanches to the south of my house in Anacortes. Insane noise pollution;
undeserved. We are Not the enemy.
S LOPEZ, 29 July 2020, Wed: 9am - 10:30am - Constant low ROAR.
COMPLETELY CRAZY MAKING. No FCLP's scheduled. Growlers should be
based away from residential areas ! ! !
Too loud to live
12:30pm, July 30. We have experienced a number of Booming jet roars, and
jet noise from flights. South Lopez.
4:31pm. July 30. Big scream, then roar, now a long roar. Can't see over the
trees, but there is a LOUD LOUD DEAFENING Jet roaring over South Lopez.
Might be two of them because it is SO LOUD. The noise came right into our
house. Still roaring 4:33pm
7:04pm. July 30. LOUD LOUD roaring jet over South Lopez.
"I love to hear the jets. It is the sound of freedom. It is annoying to you I
understand that, but we need well trained pilots. We don't need Bob
Ferguson.

11:45am, 7/30. THUNDER THUNDER THUNDER. That is all we are hearing.
Jet activity on Whidbey sends thunder into the skies. It is deep and
unnerving. Always rumbling noise in the skies.
12:48pm. Sounds like we have a Growler jet headed straight toward us.
Deep roaring ripping through the air. South Lopez.
12:59pm.7/30 What we are hearing right now, & what we hear so often is
loud roaring & booming from NASWI. Last night we watched NOVA & I
finally learned a way to convey to you the noise: Cape Kennedy launching a
rocket. That is what it sounds like.
Extended time for fly over. Disrupting my rest...woke me up.
S Lopez, 31 July 2020, Friday: 11:30am - 12:45pm: Continuous Low Roar. 70
- 75 decibels
1:25pm, 8/3. Jet roaring over South Lopez.
10:04am, Aug 3. JET SCREAMING OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ. SCREAMING,
AND NOW THE DEEP ROAR, ROAR, ROAR, ROAR....STILL ROARING, ROAR,
ROAR. DEEP ROARING ON AND ON AND ON. THE NAVY IS AN ABUSIVE
THREAT TO US.
11:44am. Aug 3. Mud Bay, Lopez. ANOTHER LOUD SCREAMING jet
overhead, sounds like the sky is ripping apart. DEAFENING.

S Lopez, 29 July 2020, Thur: 4:30pm - 85 DECIBELS, 7:04pm 77 decibels.
Growlers are flying here because they have already added too much CO2 to
the desert bases in California. One Growler adds 12.5 metric tonnes of CO2
for each hour of flight.

11:45am. Aug 3, Mud Bay, S. Lopez. ANOTHER screaming roaring jet
overhead immediately on the heels of the other one. Must be the Navy's
time to show its contempt for the lives of folks on land. GET THE GROWLERS
OUT OF HERE. And it is still roaring.

11:32am. July 30. S. Lopez. HUGE rumbling roar of jet noise.

5:58pm, 8/3. Booming jet noise over South Lopez.
9:01am. August 3. South Lopez. VERY LOUD jet roaring. Prolonged roar.
Does not seem to end. South Lopez.
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Disrupted business call.
S Lopez, 3 Aug 2020, Mon: Overflight at 10:03am - 86.4 decibels in the
house.
1:10pm, 8/4/2020. More loud roaring from growler jets. Very deep noise.
Persistent rumbling.
10:59am. South Lopez. August 4. More jet noise, deep and loud rumbling.
Jet is not flying over us, but it could be anywhere south of us, and the noise
is so loud we can hear it but not see it. It is still going on. Are they
launching an attack?
11:29am, 8/4. Loud jet noise rumbling in the skies. South end, Lopez.
12:32pm, Aug 4. Outside talking (with social distance and masks) with
person working on our house, and the jet noise is so loud we cannot
communicate. Lopez South.
2:50pm. Aug 4. S. Lopez. Very loud jet roaring over South Lopez.
F*** the jets
please stop the noise. It's killing me.
Woke me from sleep- horrible sounds. Anacortes.
1:20pm, Aug 5. Very loud jet roar and rumble in the skies to the South.
1:24pm. Aug 5. South Lopez. The roaring continues. This is so annoying.
The sky is just ROARING. Sounds like Growlers are just flying around in
loops, but that it a sound likely caused by echoes off of land and water.
1:39pm. 8/5/20. A THUNDEROUS roar. What is going on at NASWI?
Launching rockets?

1:42pm, August 5. Lopez, south end. Very noisy skies due to jet activity.
Booming, rumbling and roaring. It is irritating and LOUD!
10:54am, Aug 5. Deep and loud rumbling from jet. Classic deep and throaty
and prolonged Navy jet noise. South Lopez.
11:12am. August 5. I am inside and I am bothered by what sounds like
continuous thunder in the skies. I think NASWI is launching Growlers to the
south of us. It sounds like jets taking off and roaring to altitude. VERY
LOUD AND NOISY.
2:01pm. Aug 5. An otherwise perfect afternoon, and we have the noise like
loud bombing from jets flying around. South end, Lopez.
2:15pm, August 5. South Lopez. VERY NOISY skies. Loud jet roaring, almost
continuous today.
2:54PM. Aug 5. VERY LOUD ROARING jet over South Lopez. A BOOMING
noise that goes on and on.
3:23pm. Aug 5. VERY LOUD roaring jet. South Lopez.
4pm, Aug 5. Walking outside after a long day at my desk and the jet roaring
in the sky was incredible. Persistent. Not a good walk.
7pm. Aug 5. Sitting outside catching the last rays of sun and all we hear is
JET NOISE. As if Jets are racing up and around the skies to the south of us.
We cannot see them, but they are making enough loud noise to drown the
evening. Lopez.
Continuing engine noise over a long period....
Flying jets AND engine noise from ault
Lots of plane noise, nonstop
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4:57pm, August 6. Very loud rumbling jet roar in the sky. The roar just
rolled right into my home, intruding. I am pretty sure the noise emanated
from off the south end of Lopez,so why do I have to hear it? Because the
GROWLERS ARE TOO LOUD.

10:17am, Aug 10. LOUD LOUD LOUD roaring jet over South Lopez. The sky
is being ripped apart. It keeps going as if the jet will never go away.

S Lopez, 6 Aug 2020, Fri: Overflight at 11:45am - 85.2 decibels in the house.

10:30. 8/10. Getting ready for bed. Opening the window because it is so nice
to sleep with the window open. But, now, for the umpteenth time, I open
the window, hear the jet roaring from Whidbey, and close the window. Why
be kept awake by jet noise?

11:03am. Aug 7. Booming roar of Jet noise. S Lopez.
11:37am. 8/7. Loud jet roaring over South Lopez. The roaring goes on and
on. 11:38am: still roaring.
11:45am. Aug 7. The skies are roaring with jet noise. South Lopez.
12:23pm. Aug 7. The skies are roaring with jet noise. It is NOT quiet
outside. It sounds like we live next to SeaTac.
2:00pm. Aug 7. If this is not Growler noise, then it is the sound of half the
earth falling off. Loud jet noise in the skies, as if a Growler Fleet is in the air,
roaring around.
3:22pm. Aug 7. South Lopez. Roaring skies. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring to
the south of us.
8:43am. Aug 7. Starting Friday morning with loud roaring in the skies. Some
jet activity at NASWI. Very loud and persistent.
9:03am. Aug 7. Very loud jet roaring continues in the skies.
9:30am, 8/7. Giant plane, Poseidon?, is roaring LOW over my home.My
Zoom call is disrupted because I can't hear anything. Roaring came closer &
closer, as if a jet was preparing to land in my yard. Looked out the window
& saw it low over us. Mud Bay.

10:19am. ANOTHER LOUD jet on the tail of the other one. South Lopez.

12:28pm, 8/10. Suddenly a huge roar of a jet overhead. Very loud and
deep. I was startled and lost track of the conversation in my Zoom
conference. These loud Navy jets need to go away. They are not
appropriate for a populated area. S. Lopez.
5:15pm or so. Aug 10. Outside, hoping to relax. Jets are roaring, Thunder
roaring to the south of us. Lopez.
A LOT of continuing engine noise tonight
Can not hear tv or talking in living room.
Direct flights over the National Monument. Destroying lives
Ear splitting flyover
Engine noise on and on. Yes, at MIDNIGHT
Outside of flight pattern. VERY loud, unable to hold a conversation
S Lopez, 10 Aug 2020, Mon: 10:27pm The Growlers have been roaring since
waking us up at 10pm - still going . . . being battered by the pressure of
sound. Finally still at 10:34. Roar starts again at 10:41pm with a final BLAST
at 10:43pm. Hideous

why would a growler be going RIGHT OVER my house! WAY off the flight
pattern. I HATE these jets.
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S Lopez, 10 Aug 2020, Mon: 10:00pm - 10:23pm Extremely loud Growlers
woke us up. It's a summer night, windows open. Everything is shaking in
the house. Noise easily 76 + decibels.
12:05pm, Aug 11. Another morning of roaring skies from jet noise.
2:30pm, 8/11. S. Lopez. Loud jet roar in the sky. A BURST of BOOM and
roar.
2:34pm. August 11. South End of Lopez. Another roaring jet noise in the
sky.
2:58pm. Aug 11. Cape St Mary. On a bike ride, escaping from Zoom calls.
Peaceful landscape, but the JET NOISE!!! Lots of noise in the skies. No
peace! Growlers: go away.
3:33pm. Aug 11, S. LOPEZ. ROARING ROARING ROARING JET NOISE IN THE
SKIES. DEEP AND THUNDEROUS.
S Lopez, 11 Aug 2020, Tue: 10:30am - 11am An extremely irritating low
Roar in the range of 50.4 decibels in the house. The low vibration is shaking
everything.
1:31pm. Aug 12. Working outside. Startled by loud jet roaring over South
Lopez. Sounded a whole lot like a Growler due to deep deep roaring, for a
long time. Commercial jets don't sound like that!
10:56am. SE Lopez. Aug 12. Very deep threatening roaring in the skies, as if
jets are flying low then high around us. Very irritating and distracting.
5:25pm. Aug 12. Loud jet roar in the skies. Throbbing roar. South Lopez.
6:54pm. Huge jet roar in the skies. South Lopez. Sounds like half the earth
is falling off.
Daily noise blast over the San juans

F*** these military planes
My dreaming mind tried to keep me asleep by creating a war dream, but the
noise was too loud and woke me up and it went on and on and on. I don’t
sleep well as it is and to be woken up by a war machine makes me really
angry. I HATE the flyovers.
S Lopez, 12 Aug, Wed: 1:30pm HUGE Roar 74.2 - 80.3 decibels.
5:22pm, Aug 13. Lopez School. Deafening roaring jet noise, just to the east
of us. Sounds like it is coming up from the south. Prolonged roar,
DEAFENING.
5:24pm. Aug 13. Lopez School. What is going on??? ANOTHER roaring jet
noise deafens us. Is it the one a minute ago circling, or a second jet? This is
an offensive, pervasive ROARING NOISE.
A single Growler, flying so low we could see the jet pods and equipment on
the bottom on the aircraft. The roar was deafening and the ensuing rumble
continued for several minutes.
Absolutely long ear splittingflyiver
Another series of ear splitting flyovers, and can still hear engine noise from
previos
Low flying helicopter. Very loud; disputed conversation until it passed.
Much too loud
Quality of the growler noise just now - Metallic roaring sort of makes my
teeth hurt- such an impossibly grating sound. Disrupting thought processes
at work. In a medical clinic.
S Lopez, 13 Aug 2020, Thur: Overflights 5:20pm and 5:25pm - 80+ decibels
"Very loud passes overhead. Several.
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12:34pm. Burlington. Pulled over to have lunch in my car. Windows down
due to warm day. Incredibly loud jet roaring above. The noise is a deep
deep growling roar. It just keeps going and going. Ruined my ability to
relax. August 14.

8:40pm. 8/17. S Lopez. Continued booming roars from NASWI this evening.
Introduces the chronic worry & tension that we will have jet noise until the
late hours & lost sleep. Stupid Navy.Do they think we don't hear them at
night? No love for the Navy.

Not loud by “growler standards” but well enough to wake me from sleep in
Anacortes late one Friday night. Terrible machines that don’t belong in a
civilian environment.

9:33pm. 8/17. NOISY skies. Jet rumblings and roarings from NASWI. Is this
going to go on all night? It is DISTURBING. South Lopez.

Irritating— 10:30 PM— really??
The growlers went on and on all morning and into the afternoon. No days
are sacred. We are living in a war zone. This is torture.
10:08am, Aug 17. S. Lopez. Very loud and booming jet noise in the sky.
NOT a commercial plane! It is too loud and deep, and it is prolonged.
10:13pm. Aug 17. For Goodness Sake! Stop the jet noise! The skies are
roaring with jet noise. WE NEED TO SLEEP! S. Lopez. The Navy is abusive
and NOT a good neighbor. If you say so, you are delusional.
10:54am. 8/17. South Lopez. There is a lot of noise in the skies, as if jets are
veering toward us, and then away. The depth of the roar is actually
vibrating in the air. Threatening.

9:43pm. Aug 17. South end of Lopez. Loud scream and roar of jet above
South Lopez.
F*** the jets
Roaring roaring roaring roaring. Horrible unsettling ongoing roaring. THIS IS
NOT HEALTHY FOR ANY LIVING CREATURE.
S Lopez. 10:50am. 8/ 17. Last night we heard real thunder after a very hot
day. Now we are hearing prolonged "thunder" in the skies from Jet activity
flying (I guess) from the south of us. It has been "thundering" this morning.
So tired of the noise!
Tremendous and sustained roar and rumble from the direction of Oak
Harbor.

11:01am. 8/17 Mud Bay, Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD SCREAMING ROARING
GROWLER OVERHEAD. My headphones were on as I was listening to a
interview & suddenly all was drowned out by the abominable jet that
abuses us. To think my tax dollars pay for this abuse.

Turn off the TV 9:30 at night In Anacortes and there it is that thrumming,
roaring, shaking sound oF multiple navy F-18s, Growlers pummeling
Coupeville. Low frequencies audible and palpable- disturbing even this far
north. Unconscionable.

8:30pm. S Lopez. Out walking and suddenly huge jet noise blast from
Whidbey. Whole fleet taking off? Earth breaking in half? A new volcano
erupting? The noise was long and booming, and just kept on going. Very
threatening.

woken up nearly every morning at 3 by these horrible sounds. please stop.
10:36am. S Lopez Aug 18. ANOTHER roaring jet.
12:01pm. 8/18. The skies are just about constantly rumbling and roaring.
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS QUIET ON LOPEZ!!! This is not a "jewel" of the
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Northwest. It is a WAR ZONE. Thank you, legislators, for allowing this to
happen. You just don't care.

hearing is any indication, that would be a mistake, like walking in a war
zone. Disgusted with the Navy.

Been ongoing for quite awhile now. Give us a break.

7:02pm, Aug 19. I have had it. I have to go inside and close doors and
windows. I am so irritated and stressed by the zooming, bombing, roaring
jet noise from Whidbey. Just endured another huge roar and noise wave
from Whidbey jet activity.

Every night! All night! Now it’s daytime too. Enough!
Once again, an otherwise beautiful, peaceful summer day ruined by the
NONSTOP ROAR of jets. There's never a break!
Ongoing noise for going on two hours in Port Townsend, people unable to
walk outside or hear each other on the beach bc of touchdowns. Rumbling
and screaming of jets overhead. Very disruptive to resident and tourist
activities.
Please stop!
S. Lopez. Low, deep persistent rumbling from jet activity. At first I thought
it was thunder , and thus possibly a storm, so I went outside to look. It's not
thunder. It is jet roar. I was distracted from my work.
South Lopez. 3:51pm. Aug 18. We are enduring fairly steady jet noise from
activity that sounds like it is south of us. It is NOT APPROPRIATE for jets to
be in this region that are so loud that at 15 miles away their noise comes
right into my home.
There were 4 Growlers flying very low out of Coupeville's OLF, continuously
overhead; ear protection was essential to be outside. I left, so I don't know
how long it lasted.
Way too loud
woken up nearly every morning at 3 by these horrible sounds. please stop.
3:27pm. 8/19. Loud and reverberating waves of jet noise. South Lopez. I
was hoping to take a walk on Iceberg Point soon, but if the noise I am

All day long - maybe its time to spend some of the Navy noise money to
support the post office. We complain about the noise - think about the
millions upon millions of dollars they burn.
August 19. Bike riding on the southern end of Lopez. Rested for a moment,
took my helmet off and heard tremendous booming jet noise as if bombs
were going off.
Came home from work to intolerable noise and vibration repeatedly. It feels
like the house is going to explode. Very painful on the ears and entire body.
"Dear US Navy, Your aircraft are flying less than 400 feet from the roof of
my home as they pass over XXX Drive, Coupeville, WA The magnitude of
the noise is more than a human can withstand. "
Extremely loud Navy jet over Mud Bay South Lopez.
I’m currently inside my double-insulated house and I still have to cover my
ears sometimes. The noise used to be okay until they upgraded the jets,
now they are louder and louder. When will this stop??
Jets flying right over the house. Shelter-in-place in house, close all windows.
Won't be able to call doctor as planned on phone.
Loud loud loud. Booming, Roaring. Vibrating jet noise. ALL DAY. There is no
peaceful environment here. Just a constant throbbing roar of jet noise in
the air. South Lopez. Aug 19.
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Painfully loud, very disruptive.
Peace wrecking low thunder to the south. Disquieting here in Anacortes,
disturbing, but devastating for those farther south. Insane treatment of
tens of thousands of civilians. Ongoing.
Roaring almost the entire day. Horrible background disturbance, it is
impossible to escape this truly dreadful noise pollution. The noise is
disturbing and insidious. SHAME ON POLICY MAKERS WHO ALLOW THIS
NOISE. It is harmful to all living creatures.
Shut these things down. It's too late.

5:45pm. AUG 20 and the Navy is roaring its jets. Huge rumbling vibrating
wall of noise. South Lopez.
6:01pm. Aug 20. Huge Rumbling Vibrating ROAR Shakes the air. The Navy
thinks there is no impact. If that is so, why is their jet noise roaring into my
home 14 miles away?
6:25pm. Screaming jet overhead. South Lopez.
7:43pm. AUG 20. HUGE AND LOUD ROARING of jet activity from Whidbey.
The noise fills the air. There is no other sound except ROARING. South
Lopez. This is offensive.

South Lopez. Jet rumbling in the sky. Sounds like thunder, but it is not. Just
the Navy acting like a bad neighbor. They must not think people live here.
Or, they know people live here, but think their "mission" is more important
than we are.

8:13pm. Jet rumbling continues and it is after 8pm! Will this go on all
night??? Discouraging.

Too loud too late. Be considerate to WA state residents. The traiing belongs
out in the desert.

A few minutes ago a VERY LOUD ROARING jet noise over my home.
Deafening. South Lopez.

TOO LOUD!!!!!

All day again. How many millions of dollars have been burned today to blast
noise and pollute the air. What we spend on one day could easily provide
funding for our schools, social support

Very loud rumble and vibration felt . It is disrupting my sleep . Nerve
wracking !
Way too loud
woken up nearly every morning at 3 by these monstrosities. please stop.
11:54am. Aug 20. ANOTHER rumbling and roar from Whidbey. Distracting.
The noise vibrates its way right into my home. Legislators, I am ashamed of
you and your measley words about the issue of the navy's lies and abusive
behavior. S Lopez.
5:23pm, Aug 20. S Lopez. Huge rumble and vibration and ROAR from
Whidbey. Vibrating the air and vibrating me!

9:04pm. LOUD Jet roaring over South Lopez. NIGHT-TIME!!!

Almost 2pm. Big Booming Roar from Whidbey. The air was vibrating.
Stopped conversation. S. Lopez.
"ANOTHER DAY OF ALMOST CONSTANT BACKGROUND ROARING. HORRIBLE
NOISE. UNSETTLING AND DEEPLY DISTURBING. AMONG OTHER THINGS,
INTERFERES WITH HEALTHY FUNCTION OF LIMBIC SYSTEM .
"CAN'T HEAR MY TV

XXX LN CAMANO ISLAND"

Direct flyovers and roaring earth shaking engine runups
Disruptive to our home life related to leisure, study, sleep and work.
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Extremely loud. Can’t have a conversation or even think.

See message just sent.

Growlers flying periodically today -- now flying late into the evening.
Persistent rumble for the last few hours.

So loud, it hurts.

I am regulary woken up around 3 AM by these growlers. It feels like waking
up in a war zone. please stop them. they are wasting money and energy and
causing so much destruction of inner and outer peace.
I can tell from the roaring that a growler is taking off from NASWI, followed
by a deep roar that is the ascent of the Growler. I have been badgered by
that noise for 7 years. Why do we have such loud jets that take-off is heard
15 miles away? ABUSE
I live on XXX Drive, Coupeville, WA and the jets fly very low directly over my
home on the cliff side, impacting me and thousands of other people. The
magnitude of the noise is more than a human can withstand.
It's 20:30, I can't sleep, I can't read, I can't have conversation, I can't go for a
walk, can't watch TV, can’t make my children feel any less scared about it,
because of the jet noise.
LOUD Reverberating pulsating roar and vibrating noise waves from
Whidbey. Around 5:35pm or so. Aug 20. S. Lopez.
My children are crying, they want it to stop.
My pets are going crazy from the noise!
Painfully loud, ringing in ears.
really really disruptive!
S Lopez, 20 Aug 2020, Thur: No FCLP's sched at Ault but Steady Roar from
8:50am - 12:20pm. The 12:20pm Overflight was 82.8 decibels. More
roaring at 2:33pm, 2:50pm and FINALLY ending at 10:20pm.

Terrible deep shuddering , vibrating shaking thunder from the southwrecking the peaceful night. AGAIN. Anacortes. After 9pm. Hideous
racket.
The jet noise prevented conversation. Our dog went i to hiding to escape
the noise, and we couldn't call him because the noise was so loud! This is
outrageous!
the usual intermittent severe racket in Oak Harbor. Tring to work. Such a
grating horrible bone shaking noise. I can feel it in the floor- low frequency
and feels like it makes your tooth fillings hurt. So unpleasnt.
This is the loudest engine run up we’ve ever heard. Shook the house
Three growlers very tight formation.
Too much noise, too late at night.
Trying to sleep!
Two days of almost continuous roaring. This is so deeply disturbing and
unnerving, the noise is destructive and truly horrible.
Unusually loud tonight, they need a muffler.
Very loud and low over residential area
Very loud. Doors are closed and I can’t even have a conversation with
someone inside my house. Started to get another headache. Hope these jets
get removed soon or use quieter jets...
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"Working from home with jets disrupting a zoom meeting.
Mute...unmute...mute...unmute...mute.... ""We can't hear you""... Oh yeah
listen to this...unmute
Thanks Navy."
10:16am, Aug 21. The room is vibrating. I am on a Zoom call, needing to
concentrate, and the jet noise is in the room with me. The Navy has NO
RIGHT to barge into my home with noise from a jet that they lie about its
noise impact.
10:18am, Aug 21. ANOTHER roaring rumble and vibration from Whidbey.
LOUD!!!!
10:21am, Aug 21. S Lopez. Rumble and vibration, long and persistent and
VIBRATING. Jet noise assaulting us.
10:23am. Aug 21. Following the rumble and vibration which I associate with
jets taking off, we now have a loud jet (or more) over us. Cloudy so I cannot
see anything, but they must be flying low because they are so LOUD.
10:41am, Aug 21. S. Lopez. More rumbling and vibration, loud and
pervasive and throbbing.
10:55am, Aug 21. S. Lopez. The onslaught continues. Loud jet noise in the
skies, as if they are racing around overhead.
11:03am August 21. S Lopez. Roaring jet over S Lopez. Doors are closed yet
the jet roar marches right into my home.
11:09am. Aug 21. S Lopez. ANOTHER rumbling vibrating roar of jet noise
from Whidbey. This is abuse.
Burn baby burn that fuel - can't even concentrate. Headphones on and it
still comes through.
Direct low altitude flyover. Hurt the ears

S Lopez, 21 Aug 2020, Fri: Repeated ROARING - 10:16am, 10:18am, 10:21am,
1040am shaking the house and us at 70 - 75 decibels.
so loud we couldn't hear the TV!
Steady engine run up blast all morning
"Too close to treetops
Can not hear dog bark!"
Two jets side by side.
1:08pm. Constant jet thunder in the skies. It is not quiet here. There is a
constant roar of thunder.
1:58pm, Aug 24. At the Lopez Recycling center near the Village. Suddenly a
4 engine lumbering aircraft appears over the trees, VERY LOW. I think I
could have seen the pilot. LOUD. One of the P- aircraft? Frightening.
Thought it was landing.
12:02pm. Jet noise over south end of Lopez.
12:11pm. BOOM of jet noise/ Quite loud. Deep and penetrating. South
Lopez.
12:24pm. Roaring jet over south Lopez.
12:49pm. ANOTHER loud jet over South Lopez.
Pt. Townsend, WA 98368
(Coupeville), inside house, had to plug ears due to severe noise. Interrupted
my sleep and my one year olds sleep.
9:31am Roaring skies due to jet activity. South Lopez.
Feels like were at war in WA state.
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Four in formation flying very low over the houses, followed closely b fifth.

Went on about 10 minutes. Go elsewhere!

Loud Growler noise all afternoon!

1:52pm. More bursts of jet roaring noise in the skies. Very loud. S. Lopez.

Loud Growler noise all evening at state park, into bed time

11:03am.. BIG jet roar over South Lopez. Might as well live next to SeaTac.

Multiple jets flying over our work facility. They usually are over us when
they fly pathway 14 but today they are flying 32 and flying over us. Certainly
they are over the recycling center.

11:46am, Aug 25. SCREAMING jet noise approaches, then turns into a LOUD
DEAFENING roar, now the roar continues as it passes over South Lopez. Still
roaring deep and penetrating.

My baby cried even with her headphones. They also flew at night until
midnight. With covid I can’t take her anywhere during the day. I usually try
to take her to the park or something but I don’t want her to get sick.

12:17pm. Aug 25. LOUD SHRIEKING jet overhead. On a Zoom call and could
not hear! South Lopez.

ONCE AGAIN IN PORT TOWNSEND WE GET TO SPEND THIS LOVELY EVENING
LISTENING TO THE ROUND AND ROUND RUMBLE OF JET NOISE. DINNER
TIME DISRUPTED. KIDS CRYING. STUCK AT HOME. JUST STOP.
So loud that young daughter couldn’t stop crying.
The aircraft banks and applies thrust directly above our home (Rhodena
Beach area), the volume louder than a human can withstand.
The aircraft is too loud impacting me and thousands of other people. The
magnitude of the noise is more than a human can withstand.
"Trying to go to sleep and the jet noise is going up and down the sound. This
usually begins around 5-6pm and continues until midnight.
How am I supposed to sleep with the continuous noise? I have PTSD and the
jet noise makes it worse!"
Very annoying and disrupting to the peace. Has been going on for hours
today.
Way too loud. Disrupted phone meeting.

4hours of non stop jets, massive rumble, cannot hold conversations. Not
even a 30sec break in noise since 6pm.
Because of growth of the local community along with its light pollution, the
Outlying Field in Coupeville is no longer an appropriate place for the
Growler jets to fly.
Can handle the noise from high flying Growlers going on several times
today. You notice the noise, but it wasn't the shock wave from when
Growlers cruise low and blast us.
Cannot open windows or sit on the deck - Growler jet noise is too loud to
enjoy the sounds of a later summer day. Makes the deck unusable..
Could not sleep it was so loud
Destroying tranquility of nature with the noise of war
Disrupted television watching and too loud to open windows. Past our
bedtime— so disrupting sleep. When will they quit?
Even though the jets are on flight pattern 32, I am severely impacted. When
jets finish practice, they often fly with thrusters on over my home.
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Excruciating, inescapable, damaging levels of decibels.
Extremely loud Growler noise afternoon and evening, obnoxious noise
when people are trying to enjoy a beautiful summer day in a state park!

It’s loud and annoying and very difficult to go to sleep with military planes
going up and down the Sound
Can’t they practice in the daytime?"

Growlers have been noisy for hours. They now sound like they are straight
overhead. It’s too late in the evening for all this noise.

"Several very low, very loud flyovers, often 2 Growlers together, landing
gear down

Hard to have a conversation in the house

Happened between 11:30 to 2pm. Then had solid engine testing blast from
Whidbey later in afternoon for about 15 minutes"

Horrible overlapping Growler noise over Port townsend last night and
during the day, Growlers flying down the Strait and over town - far off the
designated flight path. VERY disturbing for the whole community.

Starting up this late in the day, really? Last night it went on late into the
night. Stop already.

I live in greenback WA and can hear my property values dip with every pass
of the jets. Come on, there has to be a better place for this. Do you care?
At all?!

Three flyovers at this late hour. Your schedule ruins this entire week. It is
hot and we want our windows open. We want to sleep. You DO NOT
belong here.

I shouldn't have to hear this INSIDE my house!!

Three hours of non stop noise pollution.

Jets were way out of the flight pattern with for the second night in a row.
My house isn't in the pattern, therefore if they are flying over my house
low, with the landing gear down they are way off.

Too loud to enjoy the beach

Loud, ongoing disruptive noise and vibration. Unable to sleep.

Way west of normal flight path, right overhead. Awful!

Massive noise pollution over Central Whidbey, hour after hour.
Rumbling of jet noise late into the evening for 3 nights now; would be nice if
the Navy would respect people's need for quiet at night.
S Lopez, 25 Aug 2020, Tue: 12:17pm Overflight - exceptionally loud 92.7
decibels in the house. Growler pilots know how to fly quietly - Why don't
they do this when they are over our homes???

Very loud and disruptive during dinner hour.

why
10am, Aug 26. SHRIEKING SCREAMING ROARING jet overhead. Long roar.
Filled the house with noise, and I lost my concentration on my work. The
Navy is an organization of invaders. They must think they can just go
wherever they want with impunity.
less rumble and vibration

"Second night as I’m trying to go to sleep, here come the Growlers!
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We love the noise, bring it on. Live on North end of Camano Island. The
Planes were here long before most of the people and it is expected that the
NAS

It’s bedtime for children. Are we at war?
S Lopez, 26 Aug 2020, Wed: 10:01 am Overflight 82.3 decibels Screaming
overhead - House rattling,

11:39am, Aug 26, South Lopez. LOUD rolling deep echo-ing roar from loud
jet over South Lopez. The noise distracts me. Is a plane coming to land on
my roof? Is there an earthquake? It is a threatening noise.

Sounds like they are coming through our roof!!!

2 jets flying roughly west to east. Excruciatingly loud.

To loud to even have a conversation during dinner.

A couple of very low, very loud flyovers this morning

"Too loud to listen to news while cooking dinner.

A lot of noise engine and flyovers all morning

Too loud to visit Patmore Dog Park or Rhododendron Park"

Absolutely absurdly loud.

We've had several growlers measuring over 100 db this morning and that is
inside of the house.

All day??
Another night of not even being able to watch television it is so obnoxiously
loud
August 25, 2020: Jets flying until 11:00 pm, noise level 139 DB!
Can’t sit in my backyard to read—too noisy
Couldn't hear to conduct meetings.

There goes the evening -

Wish Navy would give us a ten minute warning before flyovers so we can
get inside before we are pummeled with the noise and vibration. Also, we
would like notice when they finish for the night so we know when we can
open the windows and go to sleep.
11:46am. Aug 27. S Lopez. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet over Mud Bay. Heading
back to Whidbey.

Direct ear splitting flyover

6:30pm. Aug 27. S Lopez. A full day of working inside. Hoping to sit outside
and enjoy the evening. Well, that was a stupid idea. All I heard was jet
booming and roaring fill the sky. Funny, I thought this was supposed to be a
peaceful place.

Direct flyovers colville National monument

9:42am. Skies are roaring with jet noise! South Lopez.

For the last several nights the Jets have been so loud we could not get to
sleep. The noise is constant

95 dB inside as 2 of these Warcraft streaked overhead, luck they seemed en
route to torture someone else. Trying to enjoy a day off in Anacortes.

Difficult to have a conversation with the neighbors. Peace and tranquility
sitting outside is not possible.

Had to come inside and close all windows, put earphones on.
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Another beautiful afternoon where we are all forced indoors because the
Navy thinks the Citizens of Whidbey are the Taliban and wants to play war
games! Painful ringing in the ears!
As always just one of many for the duration of fclp at OLF
Direct flyover
Disrupting my conversation, very distracting. The growler noise is so low
that it penetrates through all other sound. Disruptive.
F*** the jets
I’m on Whidbey Island looking at properties because I was looking to move
here and start a business. I didn’t know about the jet noise. I didn’t realize it
was so loud and lasts so late into the evening. I don’t think I can tolerate it.

Seems like consistent constant rumble disrupting daily normal activities.
Shark Reef SANCTUARY! Ha - the navy has to stop thinking they can destroy
our parks.
So much for a quiet evening
Stop children what's that sound -sounds like we live next to a blipping
factory. But the children are supposed to be in bed. Not with that blipping
noise
The acoustic energy from low-altitude EA-18G aircraft is unsafe, especially
for young children.
the aircraft are once again out of the flight pattern, they are flying directly
over my home.

It’s been a brutal week with flights, as usual, directly over our home. We
wear noise canceling headphones but it’s still very loud inside our home.
Phone calls are impossible as is visiting when the planes are directly
overhead.

the jet noise is unbearable!!!!!

Jets flying right over the house. had to retreat indoors and close all
windows. Still so loud can't listen to audio (TV, Radio, spouse).

unable to sleep, hear television, low flying over houses

Jets in the park. Drive hours to experience nature and there are the jets.
F***in bullshit.

"While hiking the Chain Lakes Loop in the Mt Baker Wilderness, 2 Growlers
flew above, disrupting the silence of the wilderness.

Makes sleep difficult

This is NOT a complaint! This is the sound of Freedom. Keep it up - love it!
Makes me proud.

Nonstop engine noise has been going on nonstop for hours
OK. Now it's even louder INSIDE my house. Please stop this!

The navy church seems to be flying low tonight With a lot of noise and it's
kind of late.

Very low and loud!

12:56pm. Aug 28. Loud jet roar over south Lopez. Booming and echoing in
the sky.

Painfully loud repeatedly right over my house. Wearing earplugs and noise
canceling ear protection inside the house. Ears in extreme pain. Very
stressful. This can’t be legal to subject residents to this kind of harm.
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2:15pm. Aug 28. Just came in from a walk that was far from pleasant. A
lovely day, and there is a WAR going on in the sky. CONSTANT LOUD JET
RUMBLING.

10:34pm. Aug 31. Rumbling thunder inside my home from Whidbey jet
activity. WHY SO LATE?? Actually, what I really mean is GET RID OF THE
GROWLERS AND GET RID OF THE NAVY. They are BAD neighbors.

Another day of fclp at OLF.
Beginning at 11:00 a.m. and continuing through 4:40 p.m. jet flying noise
continuously all day, with roaring around 3 p.m.

All evening, again. How peaceful, how relaxing. Really nice to have a quiet
evening after yet another stressful day of kids at home, well pump out,
counting pennies because we're down to one income. So great, putting $
towards flying stupid growlers.

Couldn’t talk to contractor discussing project outside. Ridiculously loud!

Annoying rumbling vibrations.

Deafening!!!

FCLP still going on at OLF. Last flyover was extra loud and rattling

Going for a long while

First of many fclp at OLF

Hours of non stop rumbling today - makes one very irritable

F*** the jets

impossible to be outside or carry on conversation indoors
"Noise is loud enough to drown out the power mower being used next door.
Went down to the wharf to have a hot dog for lunch. Had to pause our
conversations multiple times because the jets are so loud. "
Outside in face to face mtg, w masks, socially distanced, ear
protection,barely able to talk, Growlers flew directly overhead, 4 jets doing
ops, barely 300 feet above trees. Db readings over 105. Jets started @
11:15 am, still going at 1:15 pm.
Pretty sure that plane just flew through my kitchen

F*** these jets
Growlers so loud that even with ear plugs and fans going to hide the noise it
can still be heard. When they fly I can’t sleep. They often fly until midnight
and sometimes 1-2am. How is a person supposed to work without sleep?
Had to pause TV until the plane passed over.
Jets flying continuously from 9 a.m. past 9 p.m. over Northeast Camano
Island is too much.
Last night, from 8:30 pm until I went to sleep at 10pm (I use ear plugs) the
aircraft noise was extensive and excessive.

South Lopez, 3pm. Aug 28. LOUD rumbling and roaring in the skies from
Whidbey jet activity. We have to endure constant thunder. The jets at
Whidbey are too loud for this region. LEGISLATORS: Wake up!

Location may not be working ?

Too loud to even work out outside

Low rumble and vibrations all evening

Lots of vibrations in the kitchen and windows, too.
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made it hard for our anxious dog to settle in her crate, especially as
immediately followed by more aircraft noise for a couple of minutes with
"On 8/31 at 9:45am jet noise was loud enough to cause us to cut short a
walk through Fort Worden.
Disruptive levels have occurred all week--interfering with daytime outdoor
activity and nighttime sleep."
shook house a bit
The sound was ear piercing.
They wait until night when most of are trying to sleep. Practice where you
don't disturb working folks who have to get up in the morning
This will be continuing until after midnight without a break ... I could report
every minute of every hour until then..
Twelve + hours of Growler noise on 8/31/20; started 9 am and went past 10
pm, touch and go noise cleared the beaches of Port Townsend and sent
everyone inside. ALL DAY LONG and ALL EVENING. No touchdowns on the
schedule. Horrible noise pollution.
Unable to sleep due to noise
We bought this property in 2006 because we were far south of military
activities and wanted the quiet. This is getting ridiculous. It sounds like loud
thunder.
We have had seemingly continuous airplane noise since at least the week of
August 23rd. This is sometimes a rumble, sometimes also a vibration. It
seems to be going on all night, past midnight. (today is Sept 2nd).
"What time do you stop flying?
Its late"
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